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I N T E R V I E W

IT WOULD BE SUICIDAL
TO START FROM SCRATCH TODAY, 
IN THIS HYPER-COMPETITIVE INDUSTRY, 
BUT BACK IN 1985,
PEOPLE FLOCKED TO US. 
A L L  W E  H E A R D  W A S : 
‘A HEALTH CLUB? OH MY GOSH, WHAT’S THAT?
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They might put it down to learning on the job, but behind this modesty lies one of the

 fitness industry’s success stories: industry veterans who – from a humble start in 

in the 80s – are one of the largest Planet Fitness franchisees.  Kate Cracknell reports

W
e had good timing,” the Bricks tell me, 
modestly, as they begin their story. “It would 
be suicidal to start from scratch today, in this 
hyper-competitive industry, but back in 1985, 

health club? Oh my gosh, what’s that?’ 
“There were only a few brands in 

LaLanne. Health clubs were just starting to move from 
being a novelty to being mainstream; we had about three 

business in 1982. It was just around the time when aerobics 
was emerging, and we were renting racquetball court space 
where I taught 20 classes a week.”

that was making US$300–400 a month. Then, in 1985, 
Lynne became pregnant with our second child. She was our 
star instructor, and although she still taught into her ninth 
month of pregnancy, we knew she wouldn’t be able to do 
as much – and with the model we had – renting space – we 

without our star, or get serious and put a stake in the ground 

we wanted to make a proper living, we couldn’t just play at it, 

October, our son was born.”  
“Our parents gave us the money to buy the club and we 

because we thought we were going to go broke,” adds Victor. 

club was ranked in the top 25 clubs in the country at the time. In 
the meantime, all those aerobic-only studios… disappeared.”  

20 YEARS LATER 

and build that up, which would take two or three years.  
“Of course, what the big guys do is just go out and get 

US$100m, so they can open 50 or 100 of these things, but 

20-year period, and every club was like pushing a rock uphill, 

The Bricks started out in the 1980s at the time when 
aerobics was starting to explode in popularity
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still, but no longer great. And that creeps up on you – as did 

older. The group exercise instructors still had full classes, 
but it was always the same people and they were doing the 
same programme they’d done for 20 years. 

we realised we had to do something. We had to preserve 
the USP of Brick Bodies: the fact it’s a local, family-run 
company in Baltimore – a place that treats you right and 
where everyone knows your name. But we also needed 
to be innovative and cutting edge, constantly adapting and 
experimenting. That’s where Vicki’s come in.” 

He laughs: “In the end, nobody wants to work out at 
your parents’ club. That side of the industry… it’s passed us 
by to a certain degree. The full-service industry is a young 
person’s game. You need to be part of the tech generation. 
You have to be up on the latest and greatest programming, 
travelling the world to see new concepts in action. It used 
to be that a new programme would come out every couple 
of years. Now it’s every couple of months. Vicki has the 
energy to keep up with all that and give Brick Bodies the 
attention it deserves to grow and thrive.”

Below: The Bricks’ daughter Vicki (centre) is now 
CEO of Brick Bodies and is in the process of reshaping 
and modernising the entire company
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THE OTHER 85 PER CENT 
It’s also the case that Lynne and Victor have their hands more 
than full with their other business: they’re one of the largest 
franchisees of low-cost gym brand Planet Fitness, operating 
over 60 of the chain’s 1,600+ clubs.

“To give you an idea of the size of Planet Fitness, it has 
over 12 million members,” says Victor. “That’s more than 4 
per cent of the US population. That gives you an idea of how 
compelling this value proposition is and how appealing it is 

they’re not all lifers. They don’t all want to be able to bench-
press 300lbs. They’re just average people coming in.”

He rewinds to the beginning: “We got involved in Planet 
Fitness 11 years ago because I grew tired of being Mr Lynne 
Brick! Lynne was one of the world’s top group exercise 
instructors and was on the IHRSA board, and I went to Boston 
with her when she had a board meeting. I went to see a Planet 
Fitness club with a friend of mine, expecting cheap equipment 
and lots of muscle heads – that’s what you expect for US$10 
a month, right? But it was a very nice facility: clean, good 
equipment, a lot of nice normal people. I turned to my friend 
and said: ‘This is an ATM. These guys are printing money.’
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“And again, it was all about timing: at that point, there were 
fewer than 100 Planet Fitness clubs across the US. So, I spoke 
to Lynne – I don’t do anything without consulting with my 
lovely wife – to see what she thought about getting involved.”

Lynne takes up the story: “We went to see some of their 
corporate clubs – the original Planet Fitness clubs – and what 
impressed me most was how many women were working 

shapes, sizes, abilities, disabilities… and everyone seemed so 
happy. It really did seem to attract the other 85 per cent. We 
realised we had to go for it.”

“At Brick Bodies, we’d been chasing that other 85 per 
cent the same as everybody else,” acknowledges Victor. 
“We were all just beating each other up over the next 

programme... but it was all just more of the same. When 

out. Everyone was laughing at them for doing things 

chasing for the last 25+ years.”

DOING THINGS DIFFERENTLY
So how exactly is Planet Fitness achieving this? Victor 

which we remember using an acronym: AKISS. 
“A is physique anxiety. K is looking like a klutz: feeling un-

coordinated in a class, for example. I is fear of isolation: all 
those beautiful people and you’re hanging out on your own. 
S is fear of feeling stupid, being on a piece of equipment and 
not knowing how to use it. And S is fear of the hard sell. 

He continues: “We’re criticised for not letting people wear thongs 

anxious or intimidated by these beautiful people. 
“There are other details to address physique anxiety too, 

benches; we don’t want muscle-heads in the club monopolising 

if you drop your weights – and if someone does drop their 
weights, we go over and talk to them. It all goes towards 
creating an environment that makes people comfortable.

it comes down to fear of being a klutz: we don’t want anyone 
feeling they can’t do things because they’re un-coordinated.  

“Fear of isolation. People laugh at us for the pizza nights 
and the bagel mornings once a month – but one piece of 
pizza once a month isn’t going to kill you, and these events 

“Then there’s the fear of feeling stupid. At Planet Fitness, you 

personal training: all our training is free. We have a trainer on 

show you how to use the equipment so you don’t feel stupid. 
Plus, we only have three lines of equipment across all our gyms, 
so you quickly become familiar with how it all works.” 

“Also included in the US$10 a month membership is our 

at Planet Fitness,” adds Lynne. “These functional training 
sessions also build member-to-member connection, which 
is one of the keys to retention: members who are actively 

more likely to stay as a member.”

“What might look like a weakness is in fact the brand’s strength.”
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The revamp of the Brick Bodies clubs includes 
embracing the latest trends in health and wellness
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With 60-plus clubs already in the Planet Fitness stable, 
the Bricks are now focused on expanding to as many 

as 200-300 clubs in the future

facilities that are beyond the value of the membership, 
which is priced at just $10 per month 
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He concludes: “Finally, fear of the hard sell. There are no 
sales people at Planet. You come in, we show you around 
– but then we send you home to join online if you decide 
you’d like to. Lots of low-cost operators do that now, 
but we’ve always done it.

“And if you compare us to other low-cost gyms generally, 

models in the US. And there’s no single big thing that makes 
us better. It’s a bunch of little things that make Planet Fitness 
appealing to the average person, and we have a head-start of 
12 million members who are bringing their 12 million friends.”

INVESTMENT, NOT EXPENSE
But while it’s clear the Bricks are very happy to follow Planet 
Fitness’s mould-breaking approach – the cumulative, positive 

they’ve taken things up a notch at their 60+ locations.

“We put in the wow. We don’t scrimp. We look at things as 
an investment, not an expense. 

basis with the Planet Fitness leadership since day one. We have 
the utmost respect for them and they have the utmost respect 
for us. We know what we have to do, what they expect of us, 
but we also know where we can add our own value. Because 
everything is value added – none of it goes against the brand. 
We aren’t slipping in extra services to make a couple of extra 
bucks on the side. We just go value-add.

run the most innovative pizza night, with a US$1,000 prize 
each month. People think that’s crazy, but what’s US$1,000 
for culture and morale and energy in the clubs?”

“We go for the wow factor in our design too,” adds Lynne. 
“Our lobbies are luxurious and welcoming, and act as great 
social spaces for things like those pizza nights.”

for all franchisees – not just us – it was about keeping costs 
down. We thought to ourselves: ‘It’s a budget club. Members 
don’t expect much.’ But now Lynne and I have realised the 
more we can wow members, within reason of course, the 

more compelling the value proposition. It’s a learning we’ve 
brought from operating full-service health clubs, which 
can be an advantage – provided that you don’t come in 
thinking you know everything.

“So yes, we’ve created really nice lobbies, really nice locker 
rooms, and we’ve also built bigger clubs to allow for the 
luxury of space. We’ve worked with a feng shui specialist 
to design our clubs to be as warm and inviting as possible. 
And we’ve invested in creating Black Card Spa areas that far 
exceed minimum requirements, with hydro-massage beds, 
anti-ageing red light therapy units and so on. As a result, 
our Black Card members – who pay US$21.99 a month and 

reciprocity across the whole Planet Fitness group, and 50 per 

they say is ‘wow’. And that’s really what we try to 
achieve throughout the business. 

“We’re big on acronyms, and probably the most important 
in our culture is WHIM. It stands for World-class, Humorous, 
Inspirational and Memorable, and I can honestly say it’s 100 

else. I just realised that’s how we want to do everything. 
“That’s how we build our clubs, how we market ourselves, 

Christmas parties and our grand openings… We do every 
grand opening wearing a tuxedo and a gown respectively, 

in her gown and I take it in a tuxedo.”

‘BIG HAIRY AUDACIOUS GOALS’
With 60-plus clubs already, how much bigger do the Bricks 
want their Planet portfolio to get, I ask? “Here’s another 

“I said to Lynne that we should make a goal of 100–150 
clubs and she asked how likely we were to get there. I said 
almost certainly we could get there, to which she replied: 

I thought it was 200 clubs!”

THAT’S THE BIGGEST CHANGE
I  SEE IN THE FITNESS INDUSTRY NOW: 
THESE YOUNG PEOPLE
COME UP WITH A NEW CONCEPT 
AND THEY GET CAPITAL
TO LAUNCH IT, 
AS OPPOSED TO THE OLD DAYS 
WHEN YOU WERE UNDER-FINANCED.”

The Bricks 
focus on 
small 
details, done 

their clubs



“Keep in mind,” he adds, “that we were going to borrow 

open 10, then sell. That was the plan.”

just what a strong partnership this powerhouse duo really is.

industry,” Victor concludes. “It’s reached its tipping point. The 

 THE JOHN W BRICK FOUNDATION

The John W Brick Foundation was 
established by the Bricks in 2015, in 
memory of Victor’s older brother who 
suff ered from schizophrenia. 

Its website spells out a clear but 
broad mission ‘to fund, conduct and 
promote evidence-based research 
on how holistic treatments – such as 
exercise, nutrition and healthy lifestyle 
choices, and mind-body practices – 
benefit mental health’.

Victor says: “When we started, we 
were naïve enough to think we could do a 
definitive study – kind of like discovering 
penicillin – to show once and for all how 
important exercise and movement is to 
improving mental health. 

“We now realise there’s no finish 
line: it’s an ongoing endeavour. So 
we’ve refined our focus to start with 
depression and depressive symptoms, 
because this is a stage almost 
everyone goes through, whatever 
mental health issues they might have. 

“We’re currently funding a two-
year, gold standard study with the 

University of California, testing three 
diff erent forms of movement – HIIT, 
meditation and the Wim Hof method 
– to see what eff ect they have on 
depression. Because everybody 
knows exercise helps, but what form 
of exercise, for how long, at what 
level, and how do the diff erent forms 
of movement aff ect diff erent people? 
That hasn’t actually been proven and 
we intended to change that. 

“Our ultimate goal is for insurance 
companies to start paying for fitness 
programming for mental health – just 
as they pay for smoking cessation 
programmes – and for mental 
institutions, hospitals and mental 
health hubs around the world to 
start incorporating formal fitness 
programmes; currently they still don’t.

“Quite simply, we want the science 
that gives us legitimacy, so we can 
become advocates for movement for 
mental health. We want to change the 
way people treat mental health.”

Lynne agrees: “We just believe 
there has to be another way besides 
medication, and we need the weight of 
research to prove it beyond all doubt.”

She adds: “Our Big Hairy Audacious 
Goal for the foundation is to shift public 
opinion. Smoking was only eliminated in 
restaurants and public places when, in 
light of the research showing smoking 
can cause cancer, the public demanded 
it. We want to bring about the same 
shift of public opinion around movement 
for mental health. It will take a long time 
to achieve all this, but we hope we get to 
see it in our lifetime.”  

“We just believe there has to be another way besides 
medication, and we need the weight of research to 

prove it beyond all doubt”   Lynne Brick

The Bricks won the 
inaugural Planet 

Fitness franchisee 
of the year award

“I see things happening now that aren’t sustainable as a business 

either. We must keep it simple so the average person can do it – 

We’ll be judged on what we give back to society.” 
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